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How Strong
Are Your
Passwords?
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When it comes to preventing identity theft, most of us immediately think of protecting
our credit cards, Social Security numbers, and other personal data. But how much attention
are you giving to your lowly passwords?
Anyone who can get their hands (or eyes) on your user ID and passwords can literally
become you. These two small pieces of data are often the only identification required by
many of the systems you use in your daily activities: banking, brokerage accounts, online
shopping, travel arrangements, your office network, e-mail systems—almost any system that
you access electronically. As you open and use more and more online accounts, your passwords become ever more valuable. The need to keep your ID and passwords handy—but
still out of reach of others—is critical in today’s e-commerce environment.
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In many cases, you have no control over your user ID.
Corporate IT departments generally follow a standard
pattern, such as using last names, employee number,
account number, or similar schemes easily discernable or
discoverable by an outsider. But practically all systems let
users select and change their individual passwords. This
means that you have the power to enhance, or diminish,
your security. The safety of your information can depend
on how wisely or unwisely you choose the keystrokes that
make up that all-important access code.

Steganography:
If you positively must record your passwords somewhere, be sure they aren’t recognizable as passwords!
Some people believe they are hiding their passwords by writing them backwards. Others add extraneous letters, numerals, or symbols to “pad” the real
password, confident that they can recognize their real

PASSWORD STRENGTH

password within the padded strings while an outsider

Information security specialists describe passwords as
either “strong” or “weak.” A weak password is one easily
guessed or derived, especially by someone with some
knowledge about you and your habits. Examples of weak
passwords are excerpts from your social security number
or phone number, your initials, your birthday, a relative’s
name, your pet, or your favorite drink. Other weak passwords are your high school nickname, your mother’s
maiden name, your favorite sports team, a character or
location from a popular novel or movie, or a word associated with your job, hobby, or interests. In fact, most security experts consider any word found in a dictionary to be
a weak password.
In contrast, a strong password is extremely difficult to
guess, even by an intimate associate or spouse, regardless
of how much the guesser knows about you and your personal life.
A strong password appears to be gibberish to everyone
except its owner. Strong passwords look like random
selections of letters. Stronger passwords are mixtures of
letters, numerals, and—if allowed by the system—a special character or punctuation mark occasionally sprinkled
in for good measure.
Another characteristic of password strength is uniqueness. A strong password is used for one, and only one, system. In other words, if you use the same password to
access your bank account that you use to log on to e-Bay,
then you aren’t using a strong password for either.

won’t. Tricks like these might slow down a password
hacker, but they probably won’t stop him for long.
A better way is to record your passwords in such a
manner that an outsider won’t even recognize that he
or she is looking at passwords.

Below is a letter of complaint stored in a Blackberry
document named “Dad’s Shirt.” Someone finding this
document would never guess that such an ordinary-
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REMEMBERING YOUR PASSWORDS

sounding epistle is the key to the Blackberry owner’s

How can you remember a unique password for all the
dozens of different systems you access these days? Office
networks, home computers, banks, online hotel reservations, airlines, brokerage accounts, online auction
accounts, blogs, e-commerce shopping sites—the list gets
longer every day. Remembering a different password for
each one can tax even the most photographic memory.

passwords:
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Dad’s Shirt:
Sir: I regretfully must write to register a complaint.
On July 2nd, I purchased a shirt from your store.
The SKU was 4561, size 21. After only 2 washings,

Hiding Your Passwords in Plain Sight
the hem split. Can it be returned for full or partial

chased a shirt from your store), it can be determined

refund? Or must I exchange it for another? Please

that the password to his brokerage account is

respond within seven days. I appreciate your prompt

OJ2Ipasfys.

attention. Here’s wanting to remain a loyal customer,
Brigid Finnegan.

If the owner forgets the password to the car rental
reservations website (the fifth item in the list), the fifth
sentence in the complaint letter is used to derive the

So where are the passwords?
The Blackberry owner has another document named

password Cibrffopr.
In the event this Blackberry is lost or stolen, a person

“Old To-Do List,” which contains a vague list of places.

finding it won’t have any reason to suspect that the file

Although not labeled as such, the places correspond to

named “Old To-Do List” relates to the file named “Dad’s

organizations where the owner has computer accounts:

Shirt,” let alone figure out how to use the two files

Old To-Do List

together to discover the owner’s account passwords or

Bank on Tuesday

even relate them to specific website accounts.

Stock Broker on Friday

There are many derivations of this scheme. One is to

Hotel reservations on Wednesday

replace the complaint letter with a second list. For exam-

Update blog next week

ple, one fellow I know keeps his account list in one file

Car Rental on Saturday

and maintains a separate list of countries he has visit-

Blue Airline reservation on Monday

ed: Germany, Denmark, England, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka,

Gold Airline reservation on Thursday

Thailand, France. The password for his first account is:

ISP on 2nd Friday

G1dehstf. The password for his second account is:

Madge’s computer repair next Wednesday

eE2norhr. The third is rnG3niaa. Can you figure out his
system? (Answer: The first account has a password

Note that the list is very vague; a casual observer is

derived from the first letter of each country, the second

unlikely to determine which bank, hotel, airline, or rental

account’s password derives from the second letter of

car company is being referenced. Note also that some

each country, and so on. Additionally, the position of the

distracting information is included: The days of the week

account in the list also determines which letter in the

and words like “repair” are entirely meaningless and are

password is capitalized as well as which numeral is

put there only to distract a casual observer—they aren’t

inserted and where.) Someone coming across this PDA

part of the scheme at all.

is unlikely to relate the two lists to each other, let alone

The passwords are found by relating the position of
each entry in the to-do list with the corresponding sentence in the complaint letter.
For example, the first entry in the list is the Bank. The
first sentence in the complaint letter is, “I regretfully

be able to derive his passwords.
The beauty of such systems is that they allow you to
“record” your passwords in a way that you have access
to them but no one else does.
Of course, you shouldn’t use the exact systems

must write to register a complaint.” Taking the first letter

described above. Use the above techniques as examples

from each word in the sentence yields Irmwtrac, which

of systematic ways of recording passwords. Put some

would be used as the password to log on to the bank’s

thought into it, and develop your own variation on the

online access account.

theme. This way, you need only remember your scheme,

Say the Blackberry’s owner forgets the password to
his online brokerage account (the second item in the
list). By taking the first letter of each word in the second sentence in the complaint letter (On July 2nd, I pur-

not all the individual passwords. Keep your scheme simple, and don’t ever reveal it to anyone.
Remember, the stronger your password, the higher
your level of security.
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In a misguided attempt to solve the problem, some unthinking users write their
passwords down on a piece of paper
and then try to keep the paper in a
safe place. But any security specialist
will tell you there is no such thing as
a safe place. Even if you have a combination vault hidden behind your
Van Gogh, paper is simply too easy
to access. What these users are forgetting is that their password cheat sheet is
as valuable as a signed blank check. In
some cases, it might just as well be a signed
blank check.
But neither do you want to risk forgetting one of your
important passwords. A lost or forgotten password can take
hours, or even days, to reset and replace. So what to do?
The answer is to use passwords that have meaning for
you but no one else. One quick and easy way to do this is
to use acronyms as your passwords. The acronyms are
derived from sentences you are unlikely to forget.
“I gotta have 2 cups of coffee every morning.” If this is
a sentence that you are unlikely to forget, you can translate this into a strong password by taking the first letter of
each word. Your password becomes Igh2cocem. Even a
close friend who knows you drink coffee every morning
will be hard pressed to guess this password.
Notice that the password also exhibits strength in
another way: When you type it on a QWERTY keyboard,
the keystrokes alternate between hands. Someone watching over your shoulder as you enter your password will
have a harder time keeping up with the alternating “righthand, left-hand, right-hand, left-hand” pattern than they
would if your password were, say, asdf4.
A strong password is more than just three or four characters long. Ideally, it should be eight, 10, or even more
characters. Many individuals can watch over your shoulder and remember up to about five or six keystrokes if
they see you type your password. But few can remember a
10-character string of nonsense characters unless they see
it multiple times. If you are in a position where someone
might see your password (clients, customers, or coworkers), try adding upper-case characters so that you are
pressing two buttons on the keyboard at once, thus distracting them. (While this may throw them off for a time
or two, any situation where someone can see your password means you should change your password regularly.)
You can be very creative with your sentences. “Aunt
Mary bought her 1st car in ’58” translates to AMbh1ci5.
46
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“The Jaguars placed 3rd in the playoffs this
year” becomes TJp3itpty. “This is Rachel
Louise’s 2nd favorite hotel chain” yields
TiRL2fhc.
An even better strategy is to add
another “layer” of security by using
the second letter of each word
instead of the first. The strong password veonhau5i comes from the
phrase, “I’ve been working on the railroad, sung 25 times.”
Or you can work backwards in your
sentences. The password yru24bisot, for example, derives from the third letter of each word, working
backwards, taken from the phrase, “Hotel rooms reserved
on this website 24 hours per day.”
The trick is to use one simple scheme coupled with
distinct but simple phrases for each system or account
you use.
When it comes to sprinkling in numerals, you can
include some dates, counts, or ranks. To incorporate capital letters, you can either include proper names, or you
can follow the German grammar convention of capitalizing all nouns, proper and otherwise.

MEMORY BY ASSOCIATION
Since you probably have a large number of passwords to
remember, keep them straight by using phrases you clearly associate in your mind with their respective systems. Be
sure those sentences will be difficult for others to guess
but easy for you to remember. With a few minutes of
thought, you can probably come up with some easy-toremember associations: “I always want a higher balance”
(IawahB) might work for your online banking password.
“The Boss always knows what He’s doing” (TBakwHd)
might be a good one for the office computer network. “I
achieved platinum status after my 15th stay” (Iapsam15s)
might work for your online hotel reservation account,
while “Reserve a 4-door Car if available” (Ra4dCia) might
be an appropriate one for your rental car company login.
If you have more than one hotel or rental car company,
use a different sentence for each one, but come up with a
memorable association between the sentence and the
respective company: “They always open their kiddie pools
in May” (Taotkpi5) for one hotel chain, “My annual professional conference in St. Louis” (MapciSL) for another,
“Honeymoon suite, Niagara Falls, 7th floor” (HsNF7f)
for a third, and “Dirty pillowcase and comforter last
August” (dpacl8) might work for another.

Remember, the sentence must be uniquely associated
in your mind with the particular online account, but it
must also be easy to remember word for word. You don’t
want to forget your deriving sentence!
Some computer systems allow you to incorporate special characters or punctuation in your password. Characters such as #, !, or ~ make excellent additions to a strong
password because their ASCII code is outside the normal
range of many cracking programs. What’s more, most of
these special characters require the Shift-key, providing
further strength. To top it off, these characters require
reaching away from home keys, making them even more
difficult for an over-your-shoulder observer to remember.
“Hey, Mom! Are we there yet?” becomes HM!Awty? for
a hotel account.
“Chicago (Evie’s birthplace in 1982)” becomes C(Ebi82
for a conference registration account.
“Kathy saved 50% on this site” becomes Ks50%ots for
an e-Bay account.
“Ray & Darla got one for $92 per week” becomes
R&Dgof$92pw for a car rental account.

HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
You’re probably thinking to yourself, “This is fine for people with good memories. But what about me? I can’t even
remember my anniversary, let alone a series of sentences.”
If you have trouble remembering even the most simple or
obvious sentences, then you might want to try Steganography (see Steganography, p. 44). As in Poe’s famous
short story, “The Purloined Letter,” sometimes a good
hiding place is right out in plain sight.
There are all kinds of variations on this theme. A medical student friend of mine was able to mentally associate
each of his login accounts with a part of human anatomy.
He spells the Latin name of the body part backwards to
derive the proper password.
Another friend has a scheme wherein he rearranges the
letters of the website company’s name in a particular
manner, takes the first five letters of the rearranged term,
and concatenates this to a number made up of the position of the website in his Favorites folder plus 21.

CHANGE PASSWORDS FREQUENTLY
A good password is like the oil in your car. The more you
use it, the more frequently it should be changed. If you
use a password every day, especially in front of customers,
coworkers, or others, you need to develop a scheme that
lets you change passwords frequently, perhaps daily or
even hourly. A friend of mine changes his password every

morning. He squares the number of the month, and then
reverses the day’s date and adds the reversed number to
the square. He uses this number as part of his new password. This way, he comes up with a new password every
day of the year, but on any given day he can always figure
out the password all day long.
Another friend makes it a habit to change all of her
passwords every month whether the system requires it or
not. She uses the backwards spelling of the month’s abbreviation in Dutch as part of her new password. (She doesn’t
speak Dutch, but this makes her passwords even stronger:
Her friends all know she doesn’t speak Dutch and are
unlikely to guess the association, especially backwards.)
Yet another acquaintance changes her password every
morning. She opens a book to a random page and writes
the page number on her calendar. She then paperclips the
page open and sets her book beside her computer. She
uses the second letter of each word in the next-to-last line
on the page as part of her password. Customers and
coworkers never notice her glance at the book momentarily as she logs in throughout the day. Even if they did
and were lucky enough to guess that the book relates to
her password, they would have no clue as to how she
derives a password from the open book. (She writes the
page number on her calendar in case someone accidentally closes her book while she is on break or at lunch.)
She turns to a new page every day and changes the book
every month or so.

STRENGTH IN SECRECY
Finally, here’s something to keep in mind: A strong password scheme is like magic—and a good magician never
reveals his trick. If you have developed your own scheme
for developing strong passwords, don’t ever tell anyone
what your scheme is, not even your closest confidant. You
can help your friends by giving examples of similar
schemes (as I’ve done in this article), but don’t ever reveal
any information that could allow someone, anyone, to
discover your secret!
Pass this article along to your coworkers and clients.
Information security professionals are amazed at how
often people use passwords weaker than their morning
coffee. It takes only one instance of someone hacking into
one of your accounts for you to quickly become a convert
to really strong passwords! ■
David R. Fordham, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is the PBGH Faculty
Fellow at James Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va. He
can be contacted at (540) 568-3024 or fordhadr@jmu.edu.
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